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Matter 10 Town Centres – including health (Hot Food Takeaways) 
 

Issue 1 –Does the Borough Plan make appropriate provision for retail, leisure, tourism and 

related uses? Are the Borough Plan’s policies for the hierarchy of retail centres positively-

prepared, justified and effective? 

 

Q10.1) What is the evidence of the overall need for additional retail floorspace and other main 

town centre uses? 

 

Previous versions of the Borough Plan used town centre growth based on Regional Spatial Strategy 

(RSS) figures. It was necessary to assess whether or not these figures were still appropriate for the 

Borough. Updates were commissioned to the previous town centre and retail studies. The Retail and 

Leisure Study Update (2014) [X7.1] provided a strategic assessment of the quantitative and 

qualitative need for new retail comparison and convenience floor space, and commercial leisure uses 

in Nuneaton and Bedworth .The assessment of the economic capacity for new retail floor space within 

the Borough also takes into account the different population projections by Experian and Oxford 

Economics, as well as the overall trading performance of existing retail space and stores at the base 

year of 2013. The Town Centre Office Requirements (2013) [X6] study provided an updated estimate 

of the likely future office space requirements in the Borough’s main town centres, which updated the 

requirement from the previous studies.  

 

The Council continues to work jointly with Warwickshire County Council1 to help deliver the town 

centre aspirations through marketing and promotion, investment and development prospectus’ where 

the authorities have land ownerships, attendance at property shows and events such as MIPIM, on-

going dialogue with developers and agents regarding opportunities to develop within the town centre. 

 

Development in the town centre is a strategic priority and is included in the refreshed Strategic 

Economic Plan [OTH/04] of the Coventry and Warwickshire Local Economic Partnership's focus on 

unlocking development in Nuneaton Town Centre, which includes bidding for local growth funds2 to 

drive the town centre regeneration forward. The council and WCC have secured £7.5 million for the 

Transforming Nuneaton Scheme. The Council is also working on a number of measures to improve 

the town centres to increase their overall attractiveness with a £200,000 emergency package, this 

includes things such as: 

 

 Town Centre Free Public Access Wi-Fi  in both Nuneaton and Bedworth 

 Football counters in both Nuneaton and Bedworth 

 Town Centres promotional website 

 Town centre deep clean of pavements  

 New market stalls in Nuneaton 

 Bedworth market exterior revamp and interior clean 

 Markets website 

 New gateway planters in Nuneaton 

 Shop jackets on vacant units in Nuneaton 

 Increases in advertising and promotion 

  

                                                           
1 https://www.warwickshire.gov.uk/transformingnuneaton  
2 https://www.cwlep.com/sites/default/files/cwlep_growth_deal_3_bid.pdf  

https://www.warwickshire.gov.uk/transformingnuneaton
https://www.cwlep.com/sites/default/files/cwlep_growth_deal_3_bid.pdf
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Q10.2) Is the approach to the development of retail and other main town centre uses set out in 

Policies TC1 and TC2 justified and consistent with national policy?   

 

The National Planning Policy Framework states that planning policies should be positive and promote 

competitive town centre environments, as well as setting out polices for the management and growth 

of the centres in the Plan period. In order to gain an up to date view of the Borough’s requirements, a 

retail and leisure update was undertaken by Strategic Perspectives (2014) [X7] and the office update 

by DTZ (2013) [X5]. This has provided the evidence base for the policies which are in accordance 

with paragraph 23 and 24 of the National Planning Policy Framework. Policies TC1 and TC2 are 

justified and consistent with national policy. They set out what the requirements are for floor space for 

the town centres, and where this should be located. Partnership working between this Council and the 

County Council is strong on the development of proposals for the town centre, and development 

schemes will come forward from this.  

 

Q10.3) Does Policy TC3 provide an appropriate basis for applying the sequential test?  Does 

the local evidence support the national threshold (NPPF paragraph 26) for impact 

assessments for main town centre uses at 2500sqm?   

 

The Nuneaton and Bedworth Local Shopping Study (2011) [X2] identified the network of district and 

local centres within the Borough, and these fed into the hierarchy of centres as set out in table 16. 

The Council has no contrary evidence to suggest anything but the 2,500 sq m threshold as set out in 

the National Planning Policy Framework should be used for impact assessments. 

 

Q10.4) What is the basis for the town centre boundaries and primary and secondary frontages 

in Nuneaton and Bedworth?  Are they appropriate?   

 

The town centre boundaries are based on detailed analysis undertaken by consultants [X3]. The 

primary frontages are based on areas with a high proportion of retail uses, whereas secondary 

frontages are based on areas which provide a more diverse range of town centre uses. These are 

deemed appropriate as the town centre boundary is based on the evidence base, and the definition of 

primary and secondary frontages is clear, as is required by the NPPF. 

 

Q10.5) Is the proposed Nuneaton town centre café quarter and associated policy content in 

Policy TC2 justified?     

 

Chapter 3 of the Plan sets out the issues “Facing the Borough”, one of which is  

“Nuneaton does not have a strong evening or night time economy. Pubs and bars are mostly directed 

at the young. There is also a poor perception of public safety and limited transport provision after 

6pm.” 

 

Objective 3 of the Plan states: 

 

“To continue to develop and diversify Nuneaton and Bedworth Town Centres so they each have a 

distinctive and individual role in serving the Borough, which is supported by lower order centres in the 

retail hierarchy. In particular: 

 

a) Maintain Nuneaton Town Centre as the primary centre for shopping, leisure and business 

activity in the borough, and to enable it to remain competitive at a sub-regional level” 

 

The retail and leisure study [X7] has identified at paragraph 8.27 that, “There would therefore appear 

to be potential for further growth in the café market, driven mainly by branded coffee chain expansion 

and non-specialist operator growth.” In addition, it also made clear that in the health check in Section 
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4 demonstrated that the overall scale, quality and choice of cafés and restaurants is limited. Further to 

this at paragraph 8.42 it states, “Furthermore, with a national trend for a growth in the coffee market 

sector, there is likely potential for both Nuneaton and Bedworth to expand its café offer. This could be 

achieved either by targeting chains that are not present or encouraging business start-up in the 

specialist café market.” The study then concludes at paragraph 9.17, “The attraction of more quality 

cafés and restaurants to the town should be a priority, although this will be subject to market interest 

and demand. In turn, the provision of more cafés and restaurants will help to strengthen the town’s 

overall vitality and viability, as it will encourage shoppers and visitors to “dwell” longer in the town 

centre, spend more money and increase footfall to the benefit of other shops, businesses and 

facilities.” It is the desire to meet this objective and meet the requirements set out in the retail and 

leisure study [X7] that is the justification for the café quarter concept. 

 

Q10.6) Is Table 16 in support of Policy TC3 accurate and up-to-date? (Is there a local centre at 

Goodyer’s End)  What is the rationale for the distance and time thresholds in Policy TC3, are 

they justified?  

  

Table 16 is accurate and up-to-date. The Council would not consider there to be a local centre at 

Goodyers End. Whilst there are some local facilities here including a local shop and public house, 

there is also a veterinary practice (not just serving a local need) and a vacant branch library.  

  

Warwickshire Local Transport Plan 2011-2026 (Z2) identifies a walking threshold of 1,200 m to 

something other than a town centre or school. This threshold has been applied to the policy in respect 

of accessing local centres. In relation to district centres, it is considered acceptable to drive to these, 

and an eight minute drive time has been applied. 

 

Where there has been an identified need for further provision of centres this has been identified in the 

strategic housing policies, for example, criterion 3 of HSG1. 

 

 

Issue 2 – Approach to Hot Food Takeaways in Policy HS5 

 

Q10.7) Is the approach in Policy HS5 to hot food takeaway proposals justified and effective?  

What is the evidence, particular to Nuneaton & Bedworth Borough, that the health and 

wellbeing of the Borough’s residents requires the planning system to intervene in the local 

food environment in terms of consumption choices?   Explain how the evidence base fully 

complies with Part 53 of the PPG on ‘Health and Wellbeing’ (incl. paragraph 53-006-20170728). 

 

The Council considers that the approach is justified. Public Health England’s 2013 Health profile for 

Nuneaton and Bedworth summarises health in the Borough as follows: 

 

The health of people in Nuneaton and Bedworth is varied compared with the  

England average. Deprivation is lower than average, however about 4,900 children  

live in poverty. Life expectancy for both men and women is lower than the England  

average.  

 

Life expectancy is 10.7 years lower for men and 7.4 years lower for women in the  

most deprived areas of Nuneaton and Bedworth than in the least deprived areas.  

Over the last 10 years, all-cause mortality rates have fallen. Early death rates from  

cancer and from heart disease and stroke have fallen.  

 

In Year 6, 19.9% of children are classified as obese. Levels of teenage pregnancy, 
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GCSE attainment, alcohol-specific hospital stays among those under 18, and smoking in 

pregnancy are worse than the England average.  

 

   Estimated levels of adult 'healthy eating' and obesity are worse than the England   

 average. There were about 2,800 hospital stays for alcohol related harm in 2010/11  

 and there are 186 smoking related deaths each year. The rate of hospital stays for  

 self-harm is worse than average. The rates of long term unemployment, incidence of  

 malignant melanoma and drug misuse are better than average.  

 

   Priorities in Nuneaton and Bedworth include mental health, smoking in pregnancy,   

 and tackling obesity.   

 

 The following Health indicators are significantly worse than the English average: 

 

 GCSE achievement; 

 smoking in pregnancy;   

 alcohol specific hospital stays;   

 teenage pregnancy;    

 healthy eating in adults;    

 obese adults;   

 hospital stays for self-harm;   

 people diagnosed with diabetes; and   

 life expectancy (male and female).   

 

Details of this can be found in the Borough Plan background paper – Health 2015 (C17) and Health 

Impact Assessment - Nuneaton and Bedworth Borough Plan (2014) [E2]. This was undertaken at the 

Submission (2015) stage of the Plan and the assessment recommended the plan includes a 

restrictive policy regarding fast food outlets. Whilst there is evidence to suggest obesity levels may be 

higher in areas of high numbers of fast food outlets, there is no conclusive evidence of this 

relationship. The Council aims to contribute to creating healthy environments where possible. 

Implementing this policy has proven to be a successful measure where implemented elsewhere. The 

Council will produce a supplementary planning document, and will continue to work with the Health 

and Wellbeing Board and the Clinical Commissioning Group, as well as the local community on these 

issues. 

 

  

 


